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Akira Sugiyama, Ryo Yonamine and Takahiro Fusayasu gave talks 
on general R&D, module R&D and electronics R&D yesterday and 
today, see
http://ilcagenda.linearcollider.org/conferenceTimeTable.py?confId=5271#all

so there is nothing left for me to say.

I’ll stick to making a few comments…

Introduction

http://ilcagenda.linearcollider.org/conferenceTimeTable.py?confId=5271#all
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Outline

•What we have.

•What is missing.
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•What we have… the MOA
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•What we have…yearly addenda
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•yearly addenda where we update names and priorities
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•…update priorities…
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•…main priorities 2011
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•yearly addenda with…updated performance goals
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•What is missing?

Big things missing:

LP data analysis with distortion corrections: WP5f (Keisuke 
Fujii, Christof Rosemann et al) making good progress, but more help 
for the software group would be welcome.

LCTPC electronics design with PP, cooling: WP5b (Takahiro 
Fusayasu, Anders Oskerssonet al) making good progress, also help 
needed.

Gating studies: WP5c (Akria Sugiyama, RS et al), Akira trying 
Gem, I and Dan Peterson are trying wires: more study needed 
before we can decide.
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•What is missing (in Japan)?

Japan  LCTPC groups missing:

A “working” (meaning one without distortion) LP 
module: there are another couple of  months (while PCMAG is being 
worked on) to get the bugs out…
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•What is the most important?
Again, my opinion: 

Understand how to make corrections 

- for B-field gradients

- for alignment (module-to-module)

Understand the endplate and modules

Understand the electronics 

Understand power pulsing

Understand cooling

Understand gating 
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•Ideas in a state of flux?

Now I would like to be provocative: 

I think that with this type of endplate, it is no longer 
so critical to keep the azimuthal gaps between the modules very 
small. The main points will be

-robustness

-easy accessibility for module repair

Agree, don’t agree?

Other ideas?
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•What else is missing?

LC machine approval, hope it doesn’t take too 
long, but we have “nerves of steel”: some of us have been working 
on the LC since 1990 or before—for example, Keisuki Fujii and 
others will remember Saariselka1991 which was the first LCWS as I 
recall…
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•What we have and what is missing?

•Conclusion: in general we are in 
pretty good shape in that we have our 
roadmap (MOA+Addenda), things are 
progressing reasonably; there is still a 
lot to do.  The LC machine approval is 
just over the horizon, but as soon as 
it comes into sight, we will have to 
speed up…


